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OUTCOME I BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY 

1 Effective and safe use of our resources to deliver service investment priorities. 1 
RECOMMENDATION 

The audit committee are asked to: I 
1) Note the mid year Treasury Management report for 2012113. 
2) Note the actual 2012113 prudential indicators within the report. 
3) Recommend the report to Council for approval 
4) Note the technical adjustment to the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) and that 
this will be reported to Executive with in the year end statement 

SUMMARY OF REPORT 
The Treasury Management Mid Year Report 2012113 is a requirement of the Council's 
reporting procedures. It covers the treasury activity during the first half of 2012113 and the 
actual Prudential Indicators for this period. 

The report highlights the Council's treasury position as at 30 September 2012, sets out 
the treasury decisions taken so far during 2012113 and shows that we have complied with 
our strategy and the prudential indicators that were set prior to the financial year. There is 
however a Technical Adjustment required to the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR). 



Background 

The full Treasury Mid Year report for 2012113 is shown in Appendix A. 

The Councils Current Investments at the 3oth September are shown in Appendix B 

The Councils Counter party Limits at the 3oth September are shown in Appendix C 

The Councils Prudential indicators are shown in Appendix D 

Glossary of Terms in Appendix E 
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Wokingham Borough Council 
Mid Year Report on the Treasury Management Service 2012113 

1 Introduction 

The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy's (CIPFA) Code of 
Practice on Treasury Management 201 1 was adopted by this Council on 23rd 
February 2012. 

The primary requirements of the Code are as follows: 

1. Creation and maintenance of a Treasury Management Policy 
Statement which sets out the policies and objectives of the Council's 
treasury management activities. 

2. Creation and maintenance of Treasury Management Practices which 
set out the manner in which the Council will seek to achieve those 
policies and objectives. 

3. Receipt by the full council of an annual Treasury Management Strategy 
Statement - including the Annual lnvestment Strategy and Minimum 
Revenue Provision Policy - for the year ahead, a Mid-year Review 
Report and an Annual Report covering activities during the previous 
year. 

4. Delegation by the Council of responsibilities for implementing and 
monitoring treasury management policies and practices and for the 
execution and administration of treasury management decisions. For 
this Council, the delegated body is the executive committee. 

5. Delegation by the Council of the role of scrutiny of treasury 
management strategy and policies to a specific named body. For this 
the Council's delegated body is the Audit Committee 

This mid-year report has been prepared in compliance with CIPFA's Code of 
Practice on Treasury Management, and covers the following: . An economic update for the first six months of 2012113; . A review of the Treasury Management Strategy Statement and Annual 

lnvestment Strategy; . The Council's capital expenditure (prudential indicators); . A review of the Council's investment portfolio for 2012113; . A review of the Council's borrowing strategy for 2012113; 
. A review of compliance with Treasury and Prudential Limits for 

2012113. 

Key Changes to the Treasury and Capital Strategies 

As part of the annual report for 2011112 an amendment to the 2012113 
treasury management strategy was made this amendment was approved by 
the Executive in June 2012. 



2 Economic update 

2.1 Economic performance to date 

Economic sentiment, in respect of the prospects for the UK economy to 
recover swiftly from recession, suffered a major blow in August when the 
Bank of England substantially lowered its expectations for the speed of 
recovery and rate of growth over the coming months and materially amended 
its forecasts for 2012 and 2013.The UK economy is heavily influenced by 
worldwide economic developments, particularly in the Eurozone, and that on- 
going negative sentiment in that area would inevitably permeate into the UK's 
economic performance. 

With regard to the Eurozone, investor confidence remains weak because 
successive "rescue packages" have first raised, and then disappointed, 
market expectations. However, the uncertainty created by the continuing 
Eurozone debt crisis is having a major effect in undermining business and 
consumer confidence not only in Europe and the UK, but also in America and 
the Far EastJChina. 

In the UK, consumer confidence remains very depressed with unemployment 
concerns, indebtedness and a squeeze on real incomes from high inflation 
and low pay rises, all taking a toll. Whilst inflation has fallen considerably 
(CPI was 2.2% in September), UK Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew by 1.0%, 
in the quarter to 30 September, emerging the UK from recession in the three 
months from July to September, helped by the Olympic Games. It is the 
slowest recovery from a recession of any of the five UK recessions since 1930 
and total GDP is still 4.5% below its peak in 2008. 

This weak recovery has caused social security payments to remain elevated 
and tax receipts to be depressed. Consequently, the Chancellor's plan to 
eliminate the annual public sector borrowing deficit has been pushed back 
further into the future. The Bank of England Monetary Policy Committee has 
kept the base rate at 0.5% throughout the period while quantitative easing 
was increased by f50bn to f375bn in July. In addition, in June, the Bank of 
England and the Government announced schemes to free up banking funds 
for business and consumers. 

On a positive note, despite all the bad news on the economic front, the UK's 
sovereign debt remains one of the first ports of call for surplus cash to be 
invested in and gilt yields, prior to The European Central Bank (ECB) bond 
buying announcement in early September, were close to zero for periods out 
to five years and not that much higher out to ten years. 



2.2 Outlook for the next six months of 2012113 

The risks in economic forecasts continue unabated from the previous treasury 
strategy. Concern has been escalating that the Chinese economy is heading 
for a hard landing, rather than a gentle slowdown, while America has been 
hamstrung by political deadlock which prevented a positive approach to 
countering weak growth, America will need to take urgent action early in 2013 
to address the US debt position. However, on 13 September the Federal 
Reserve announced an aggressive stimulus programme for the economy with 
a third round of quantitative easing focused on boosting the stubbornly weak 
growth in job creation, and this time with no time limit. They also announced 
that it was unlikely that there would be any increase in interest rates until at 
least mid 2015. 

Eurozone growth will remain weak as austerity programmes in various 
countries curtail economic recovery. A crunch situation is rapidly developing 
in Greece as it has failed yet again to achieve deficit reduction targets and so 
may require yet another (third) bail out. There is the distinct possibility that 
some of the northern European countries could push for the ejection of 
Greece from the Eurozone unless its financial prospects improve, which does 
not seem likely at this juncture. A financial crisis was also rapidly escalating 
over the situation in Spain. However, in early September the ECB announced 
that it would purchase unlimited amounts of shorter term bonds of Eurozone 
countries which have formally agreed the terms for a bailout. Importantly, this 
support would be subject to conditions (which have yet to be set) and include 
supervision from the International Monetary Fund. This resulted in a surge in 
confidence that the Eurozone has at last put in place the framework for 
adequate defences to protect the Euro. However, it remains to be seen 
whether the politicians in charge of Spain and Italy will accept such loss of 
sovereignty in the light of the verdicts that voters have delivered to the 
politicians in other peripheral countries which have accepted such supervision 
and austerity programmes. The Eurozone crisis is therefore far from being 
resolved as yet. The immediate aftermath of this announcement was a rise in 
bond yields in safe haven countries, including the UK. Nevertheless, this 
could prove to be as short lived as previous "solutions" to the Eurozone crisis. 

The Bank of England Quarterly Inflation Report in August pushed back the 
timing of the return to trend growth and also lowered its inflation expectations. 
Nevertheless, concern remains that the Bank's forecasts of a weaker and 
delayed robust recovery may still prove to be over optimistic given the world 
headwinds the UK economy faces. Weak export markets will remain a drag 
on the economy and consumer expenditure will continue to be depressed due 
to a focus on paying down debt, negative economic sentiment and job fears. 
The Coalition Government, meanwhile, is likely to be hampered in promoting 
growth by the requirement of maintaining austerity measures to tackle the 
budget deficit. 



The overall balance of risks is, therefore, weighted to the downside: . Expectations are that low growth in the UK to continue, with Bank Rate 
unlikely to rise in the next 24 months, coupled with a possible further 
extension of quantitative easing. This will keep investment returns 
depressed. 

. The expected longer run trend for the Public Works Loan Board 
(PWLB) borrowing rates is for them to eventually rise, primarily due to 
the need for a high volume of gilt issuance in the UK and the high 
volume of debt issuance in other major western countries. However, 
the current safe haven status of the UK may continue for some time, 
tempering any increases in yield. . The interest rate forecast in the table below is based on an assumption 
that growth starts to recover in the next three years to a near trend rate 
(2.5%). However, if the Eurozone debt crisis worsens as a result of 
one or more countries having to leave the Euro, or low growth in the 
UK continues longer, then Bank Rate is likely to be depressed for even 
longer than in this forecast. 

2.3 Interest rate forecast 

The above table shows the interest rate and PWLB forecasts for our Treasury 
advisers, Sector. 

PWLB rates incorporate the introduction of the PWLB certainty rate in 
November 2012 which will reduce PWLB borrowin rates by 0.20% for most # local authorities. The actual PWLB rates on 17 September 2012 ought 
therefore to be reduced by 20base points to provide a true comparison to the 
forecasts. 

PWLB certainty rate is a reduced rate from PWLB to principal local authorities 
who provided required information to government on their plans for long-term 
borrowing and associated capital spending. 

3 Treasury Management Strategy Statement and Annual Investment 
Strategy update 

The Treasury Management Strategy for 2012/13 was approved by this 
Council on 23rd February 2012 and was amended in June 2012 as part of the 



annual treasury management report for 2011112 there were no further 
updates to the strategy arising from this report. 

4 The Council's Capital Position (Prudential Indicators) 

4.1 Prudential Indicator for Capital Expenditure 

This table shows the revised estimates for capital expenditure and the 
changes since the capital programme was agreed in February 2012. 

Capital Expenditure by Senrice 
Including Carry Forwards 

The Table below shows a breakdown of the Children's schemes to be carried 
forward into 201 3114 

Summary Scheme Comments 

To support a programme of curriculum development by 

Various small schemes I 190 1 
Total 16389 



The table below shows the 2012-13 budget updated with the carry forward 
from 201 1-12 

The 2012-13 Movements in budget shown in the table above are due to the 
following: 

Transformation 

4.2 Changes to the Financing of the Capital Programme 

832 

Revenue Contribution 

GranVContribution 

School Funded 

WBC 

S106 

Total 

The following table draws together the main strategy elements of the capital 
expenditure plans (above), highlighting the original supported and 
unsupported elements of the capital programme, and the expected financing 

1,844 1 2,676 1 771 1 3,447 

arrangements of this capital expenditure. The borrowing element of the table 
increases the underlvina indebtedness of the Council bv wav of the Capital 

61,960 Total 

PO00 

48 

373 

290 

921 

1,144 

2,776 

< - 
Financing Requirement (CFR), although this will be ;educed in part' by 
revenue charges for the repayment of debt (the Minimum Revenue Provision). 
This direct borrowing need may also be supplemented by maturing debt and 
other treasury requirements. 

Increase in contribution from Revenue in year 

Increase in Grants and Contributions in year 

Increase in Funding from schools in year 

Allocation from Reserves in year 
lncrease in available S106 
developers contributions in year 

33,198 59,184 25,986 2,776 



Capital Expenditure 

The WBC Receipts and reserves cfwd of E1,981,000 shown in the above 
table is due to three major schemes being delayed into 2013114.The major 
schemes are as follows: 

Replacement for Day services for adults with physical disabilities due to a 
delay in finding a suitable site, feasibility on a preferred site are in progress 

Technology Futures Programme (hardware and software) this scheme has 
now been re-profiled and the expenditure will now take place in 201 3/14 

4.3 Changes to the Prudential Indicators for the Capital Financing 
Requirement, External Debt and the Operational Boundary 

The table shows the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR), which is the 
underlying external need to incur borrowing for a capital purpose. It also 
shows the expected debt position over the period. This is termed the 
Operational Boundary. 



Prudential lndicator - Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) 

(Please refer to the Net borrowing & Capital Financing Requirement in 
Appendix D) 

The CFR movement to the original estimate is due to a technical adjustment 
This was as a result of incorrect treatment of MRP in calculation of the CFR 
for the Treasury Strategy and this has no impact on the agreed borrowing 
levels. 

Prudential Indicator - External Debt 

2012113 

Revised 

2012113 

Original 

Borrowing 

4.4 Limits to Borrowing Activity 

Current 
Position 

Other long term liabilities* 

The first key control over treasury activity is a prudential indicator to ensure 
that over the medium term, net borrowing (borrowings less investments) will 
only be for a capital purpose. Net external borrowing should not, except in the 
short term, exceed the total of CFR in the preceding year plus the estimates 
of any additional CFR for 2012113 and next two financial years. This allows 
some flexibility for limited early borrowing for future years. The Council has 
approved a policy for borrowing in advance of need which will be adhered to if 
this proves prudent. 

Estimate 

f'000 

142,788 

2,000 1 9,669 1 9,669 

E'000 

134,182 

Estimate 

roo0 

134,182 

143,851 
* On balance sheet PFI schemes and finance leases etc. 

143,851 Total debt @ 31 March 13 144,788 



* lncludes on balance sheet PFI schemes and finance leases efc 

The Strategic Director of Resources reports that no difficulties are envisaged 
for the current or future years in complying with this prudential indicator. 

A further prudential indicator controls the overall level of borrowing. This is 
the Authorised Limit which represents the limit beyond which borrowing is 
prohibited, and needs to be set and revised by Members. It reflects the level 
of borrowing which, while not desired, could be afforded in the short term, but 
is not sustainable in the longer term This is the statutory limit determined 
under section 3 (1) of the Local Government Act 2003. 

* lncludes on balance sheet PFI schemes and finance leases efc. 

Prudential lndicator - Operational Boundary 

Current Position 

E'000 

134,182 

9,669 

143,851 

Authorised limit for external debt 

- 
Borrowing 

Other long term liabilities* 
Total 

* lncludes on balance sheet PFI schemes and finance leases etc. 

2012113 

Original Indicator 

E'000 

189,000 

1,000 

190,000 

Operational boundary for external debt 

Borrowing 

Other long term liabilities* 
Total 

2012113 

Revised 

Indicator 

f'000 

200,000 

2,000 

202,000 

2012113 

Original 

Indicator 

roo0 

200,000 

2,000 

202,000 

Current 
Position 

f'000 

134,182 

9,669 

143,851 



The operational boundary for external debt is based on the same estimates as 
the authorised limit but reflects an estimate of the most likely, prudent, but not 
worse case scenario, without the additional headroom included within the 
authorised limit to allow for example for unusual cash movements. 

5 lnvestment Portfolio 2012113 

In accordance with the Code, it is the Council's priority to ensure security of 
capital and liquidity, and to obtain an appropriate level of return which is 
consistent with the Council's risk appetite. As set out in Section 3, it is a very 
difficult investment market in terms of earning the level of interest rates 
commonly seen in previous decades as rates are very low and in line with the 
0.5% Bank Rate. The continuing Euro zone sovereign debt crisis, and its 
potential impact on banks, prompts a low risk and short term strategy. Given 
this risk adverse environment, investment returns are likely to remain low. 

The Council held £24,467,945 of in-house investments as at 30 September 
2012 (£18,081,000 at 31 March 2012) and the investment portfolio yield for 
the first six months of the year was 0.55% against a benchmark (3 month 
Libor rate) of 0.35%. 
The council also has investment with fund managers of £43,842,000 This 
gives a total of investments of £68,310,00. 

A full list of investments held as at 30th September 2012 is shown in appendix 
B: 

The Strategic Director of Resources confirms that the approved limits within 
the Annual lnvestment Strategy were not breached during the first six months 
of 2012113. 

1. The Council's budgeted investment return for 2012113 is £820,000, The 
estimated performance for the 2012-13 is £1,359,000. This would create a 
forecast surplus of £539,000 at year end. This does include interest 
received from loans to Wokingham Enterprise Limited and the Housing 
Revenue Account (HRA). 

lnvestment Counterparty Criteria 

The current investment counterparty criteria selection approved in the 
treasury management strategy is meeting the requirement of the treasury 
management function. 
For our Counterparty list as at September 2012 refer to Appendix C. 



6 Borrowing 

The Council's capital financing requirement (CFR) for 2012113 is 
f 184,053,000 The CFR denotes the Council's underlying need to borrow for 
capital purposes. If the CFR is positive the Council may borrow from the 
PWLB or the market (external borrowing) or from internal balances on a 
temporary basis (internal borrowing). The balance of external and internal 
borrowing is generally driven by market conditions. However it would be 
prudent not to exceed an internal borrowing level of 25-30% of our CFR to 
minimise our net debt interest exposure level. The table in section 5.4 shows 
the Council has borrowings of E134,182,000 and has utilised £40,202,000 of 
cash flow funds in lieu of borrowing. This is a prudent and cost effective 
approach in the current economic climate. 

%of internal borrowing to CFR 22% ( 

CFR* (year end position) 

Less External Borrowing 

Less Other long term liabilities 

Internal Borrowing 

* On balance sheet PFI schemes and finance leases efc. 

2012113 

roo0 

184,053 

-134,182 

-9,669 

40,202 

As outlined below, the general trend has been a reduction in interest rates 
during the six months, across all maturity bands. 

It is anticipated that further borrowing will not be undertaken during this 
financial year. 

The graph and table below show the movement in PWLB rates for the first six 
months of the year (to 10.9.12): 



PWLB Rates 2012-13 



APPENDIX B 

Institution 

Investments 

Royal London Asset Management 
(Rlam) 

Scottish Widows Investment Partnership 
(SWIP). 
Total 

2012113 

COO0 

Actual 

19,679 

24,163 

43,843 



APPENDIX C 
COUNTERPART( LIMITS @.SEPTEMBER 2012 

MAXIMUM OF f5mper  Group 

Note: Finch rated A organisations are included in the counterparty list as they 
are Government backed 

Leeds Building Society IUK IA- 1 2,0001 01 2,0001~ - 
Frozen lnvestmen~s,'~~,~~j;.$~j:'~,~~,':::,"~~,'~,~ . ;< f -  '-.-, 

- ,,-. , ,, , , ' , . ' , 
. . , , . , .  ~ . ,  , ,. ,, , , . . ,,,~ , . , . , .- .?.:,,. . . . 

(847)) 
(1,171)l 

1 ,  ' I ' :"' 
, , ,,. ,. 

Heritable Bank 1 I 1 I 
Landsbanki 01 
TOTAL INVESTMENTS:-. ', .: :.: :. ' .  ' I ' , :, , , .  , . , 

, . . ,  , , . , .  .,, . 
, , ~  , , ; . . ,, . , 

847 
1.171 

: . 24,468 



APPENDIX B 

PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS as at 30thSeptember 2012 

Ratio of Financing Costs to Net Revenue Stream = 

Revenue cost of total borrowing 
Net Revenue Budget 

Incremental Impact of Capital lnvestment Decisions on the Council Tax = 

Revenue costs of total borrowinq- Revenue savinqs of Capital Investment 
Council Tax Base 

The CFR movement to the original estimate is due to an technical adjustment. 
This is as a result of incorrect treatment of MRP in calculation of the CFR for 
the Treasury Strategy and this has no impact on the agreed borrowing levels. 



CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 

The above include 11112 cfwd 

Estimate of capital expenditure to be 
incurred: 

Non-HRA 
HRA 

Total 

EXTERNAL DEBT 

2012113 
Budget 
PO00 

56,960 
5,000 
61,960 

Operational boundary for external debt: 

2012113 Forecast 

Borrowing 
Other long term liabilities 

, ~~~~+~p-ie;-acg & ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ & ~ & ~ , o . ~ l i  

1st Qtr 
PO00 
34,783 
5.000 
39,783 

2012113 
Budget 
PO00 

2nd Qtr 
PO00 

35,506 
5,000 
40,506 

190,000 
vv<-----.---s 

2012113 Forecast 

l s t  ~t~ 
PO00 

134,182 
9,669 

w--#-~-=-+ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 , 0 . 0 ~ & 1 ~ . 3 ~ 8 . 5 ~ #  

2nd ~ t , .  
PO00 

134,182 
9,669 

r +-sy--~i.. 

&f$:$8,5~a 



TREASURYMANAGEMENT 

Upper limit on fixed rate exposures - Debt 
Only 

Upper limit on variable rate exposures - 
Debt Only 

180,000 

40,000 

110,182 

24,000 

110,182 

24,000 



OTHER KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
For WBC purposes only 

In House 1 25,000 1 30,568 1 27.668 
Total ( 50,000 1 55,995 1 65,684 

In House 

Market loans as a proportion of overall Loan Portfolio = 

0.79 1 0.36 

Market loans 
Total Loans Portfolio 

Total1 1.70 1 0.86 1 1.67 



APPENDIX E 

Glossary of Terms 

PWLB - Public Works Loan Board 

ECB - European Central Bank 

CFR - Capital Financing Requirement 

MRP - Minimum Revenue Provision 

Authorised Limit - Represents the limit beyond which borrowing is prohibited, 
and needs to be set and revised bv Members. It reflects 
the level of borrowing which, whilenot desired, could be 
afforded in the short term, but is not sustainable in the 
longer term 

Boundarv Limit - Is an estimate as the authorised limit but reflects an 
estimate of the most likely, prudent, but not worse case 
scenario, without the additional headroom included within the 
authorised limit to allow for example for unusual cash 
movements. 

PWLB certainty rate - A reduced rate from PWLB to principal local authorities 
who provided required information to government on 
their plans for long-term borrowing and associated 
capital spending. 


